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The King Of Bones And Ashes Witches Of New Orleans
Book 1
When flying monsters break through the veil into her world, Mackenzie Scott has
nothing left to lose. Her brother has been taken, her future has vanished, and all that
remains is a desperate need for revenge. After discovering the breach the creatures
used as a gateway, Mackenzie devises a plan to stop them, whatever the cost. When
she finds an injured stranger in the street, he just might be the key she needs to
succeed. What Mackenzie doesn't know is that this stranger isn't the helpless boy he
appears to be. He's one of the monsters. And he's got plans of his own. Thrown into a
dying city in another realm, Mackenzie is powerless to get back. With the gateway
closing, time is not on her side. But the stranger is, and if they can escape execution,
this girl and her monster might be able to save both their worlds.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited
flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But
everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king,
maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.
A Publishers Weekly Most Anticipated Young Adult Book of Spring 2017! In the
captivating start to a new, darkly lyrical fantasy series for readers of Leigh Bardugo and
Sabaa Tahir, Tea can raise the dead, but resurrection comes at a price... Let me be
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clear: I never intended to raise my brother from his grave, though he may claim
otherwise. If there's anything I've learned from him in the years since, it's that the dead
hide truths as well as the living. When Tea accidentally resurrects her brother from the
dead, she learns she is different from the other witches in her family. Her gift for
necromancy means that she's a bone witch, a title that makes her feared and
ostracized by her community. But Tea finds solace and guidance with an older, wiser
bone witch, who takes Tea and her brother to another land for training. In her new
home, Tea puts all her energy into becoming an asha—one who can wield elemental
magic. But dark forces are approaching quickly, and in the face of danger, Tea will have
to overcome her obstacles...and make a powerful choice. Memoirs of a Geisha meets
The Name of the Wind in this brilliant new fantasy series by Rin Chupeco!
Life-twisting magic, demonic possession, and immortals who have outlived gods
themselves come together in this epic fantasy inspired by the likes of Glen Cook and
Steven Erikson.
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the protegâe of the
mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is the
Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.
“Anything can happen in The Bone Fire—and everything does. Dragomán puts us in the
middle of our most wondrous and terrifying childhood fairytales, somehow unhazing
their dreaminess and replicating their electrifying uncertainty all at once.” —Téa Obreht,
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bestselling author of Inland and The Tiger's Wife From an award-winning and
internationally acclaimed European writer: A chilling and suspenseful novel set in the
wake of a violent revolution about a young girl rescued from an orphanage by an
otherworldly grandmother she’s never met Thirteen-year-old Emma grows up under an
Eastern European dictatorship where oppression seems eternal. When her dissident
parents die in a car accident, she’s taken to an orphanage, only to be adopted soon
after by a grandmother she has never met. While her homeland is shattered by a
violent revolution, Emma—like a witch's apprentice—comes to learn the ways of her new
grandmother, who can tell fortunes from coffee dregs, cause and heal pain at will, and
shares her home with the ghost of her husband. But this is not the main reason her
grandmother is treated with suspicion and contempt by most people in town. They
suspect her or her husband of having been involved in the disappearance of top secret
government files. As Emma learns her family history, she begins to see that, for her
grandparents, the alternate reality shaped by magic was their only form of freedom. The
Bone Fire is a political Gothic, carried along by the menace and promise of a fairy tale.
"Thirteen Bones is fiction, incorporating facts uncovered by The International Group for
Historic Aircraft Recovery--TIGHAR--during twenty years of investigation into Earhart's
and Noonan's disappearance. It includes the flurry of telegrams that went between
Settlement Scheme Administrator Gerald B. Gallagher and his superiors in Fiji,
reporting the discovery and deciding what to do about it. It proposes a geopolitical
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reason that the British authorities did not report the discovery to the Americans--even
though the bones were suspected to be Earhart's"--Cover, p. 4.
The Grishaverse will be coming to Netflix soon with Shadow and Bone, an original
series Enter the Grishaverse with the #1 New York Times-bestselling Six of Crows.
Ketterdam: a bustling hub of international trade where anything can be had for the right
price--and no one knows that better than criminal prodigy Kaz Brekker. Kaz is offered a
chance at a deadly heist that could make him rich beyond his wildest dreams. But he
can't pull it off alone. . . . A convict with a thirst for revenge. A sharpshooter who can't
walk away from a wager. A runaway with a privileged past. A spy known as the Wraith.
A Heartrender using her magic to survive the slums. A thief with a gift for unlikely
escapes. Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the only thing
that might stand between the world and destruction--if they don't kill each other first. Six
of Crows by Leigh Bardugo returns to the breathtaking world of the Grishaverse in this
unforgettable tale about the opportunity--and the adventure--of a lifetime. "Six of Crows
is a twisty and elegantly crafted masterpiece that thrilled me from the beginning to end."
-New York Times-bestselling author Holly Black "Six of Crows is] one of those all-toorare, unputdownable books that keeps your eyes glued to the page and your brain
scrambling to figure out what's going to happen next." -Michael Dante DiMartino, cocreator of Avatar: The Last Airbender and The Legend of Korra "There's conflict
between morality and amorality and an appetite for sometimes grimace-inducing
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violence that recalls the Game of Thrones series. But for every bloody exchange there
are pages of crackling dialogue and sumptuous description. Bardugo dives deep into
this world, with full color and sound. If you're not careful, it'll steal all your time." --The
New York Times Book Review Praise for the Grishaverse "A master of fantasy." --The
Huffington Post "Utterly, extremely bewitching." --The Guardian "The best magic
universe since Harry Potter." --Bustle "This is what fantasy is for." --The New York
Times Book Review " A] world that feels real enough to have its own passport stamp."
--NPR "The darker it gets for the good guys, the better." --Entertainment Weekly "Sultry,
sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down." --USA Today "There's a level
of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo's original epic fantasy that sets
it apart." --Vanity Fair "Unlike anything I've ever read." --Veronica Roth, bestselling
author of Divergent "Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure, a poignant romance, and an
intriguing mystery " --Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy Jackson series "This
is a great choice for teenage fans of George R.R. Martin and J.R.R. Tolkien." --RT
Book Reviews Read all the books in the Grishaverse The Shadow and Bone Trilogy
(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy) Shadow and Bone Siege and Storm Ruin
and Rising The Six of Crows Duology Six of Crows Crooked Kingdom The Language of
Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Winner of the Coretta Scott King - John Steptoe
for New Talent Author Award Filled with mystery and an intriguingly rich magic system,
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Tracy Deonn’s YA contemporary fantasy Legendborn offers the dark allure of City of
Bones with a modern-day twist on a classic legend and a lot of Southern Black Girl
Magic. After her mother dies in an accident, sixteen-year-old Bree Matthews wants
nothing to do with her family memories or childhood home. A residential program for
bright high schoolers at UNC–Chapel Hill seems like the perfect escape—until Bree
witnesses a magical attack her very first night on campus. A flying demon feeding on
human energies. A secret society of so called “Legendborn” students that hunt the
creatures down. And a mysterious teenage mage who calls himself a “Merlin” and who
attempts—and fails—to wipe Bree’s memory of everything she saw. The mage’s failure
unlocks Bree’s own unique magic and a buried memory with a hidden connection: the
night her mother died, another Merlin was at the hospital. Now that Bree knows there’s
more to her mother’s death than what’s on the police report, she’ll do whatever it
takes to find out the truth, even if that means infiltrating the Legendborn as one of their
initiates. She recruits Nick, a self-exiled Legendborn with his own grudge against the
group, and their reluctant partnership pulls them deeper into the society’s secrets—and
closer to each other. But when the Legendborn reveal themselves as the descendants
of King Arthur’s knights and explain that a magical war is coming, Bree has to decide
how far she’ll go for the truth and whether she should use her magic to take the society
down—or join the fight.
The Shadow Fold, a swathe of impenetrable darkness, crawling with monsters that
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feast on human flesh, is slowly destroying the once-great nation of Ravka. Alina, a pale,
lonely orphan, discovers a unique power that thrusts her into the lavish world of the
kingdom's magical elite - the Grisha. Could she be the key to unravelling the dark fabric
of the Shadow Fold and setting Ravka free? The Darkling, a creature of seductive
charm and terrifying power, leader of the Grisha. If Alina is to fulfil her destiny, she must
discover how to unlock her gift and face up to her dangerous attraction to him. But what
of Mal, Alina's childhood best friend? As Alina contemplates her dazzling new future,
why can't she ever quite forget him? Glorious. Epic. Irresistible. Romance.
Never trust a pirate. The Blood Bell tolls, marking the death of the pirate king and the
start of the Trials—a heart-stopping competition where the reward is the Bone Crown.
Only one contender can claim the coveted island throne; each will gamble life and limb
to win. Captain. Sister. Maiden. Csilla Abado yearns to prove her strength to the
seasoned pirates who balk at her youth and to her elder sister who has always craved
Csilla’s captainship. She will risk everything to become the first pirate queen, no matter
the cost. Dealer. Son. Legacy. Kane Blackwater wants to leave behind the dirty gold
and shady trades he’s made to keep his father’s ship, the Iron Jewel, alive. The Trials
represent a new beginning—yet rumors of a secret heir are swirling, threatening his
hopes of becoming the pirate king. Stowaway. Daughter. Storm. Lorelei Penny longs for
nothing more than to avenge her mother’s death. Stowing away on the Iron Jewel was
supposed to get her closer to the killer, but instead she finds herself caught up in the
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deadly battle where loyalty and desire collide. Csilla. Kane. Lorelei. Each on a mission.
The sea, however, has other plans. Dark tides are rising, and if they aren’t careful,
they’ll surely drown.
No one can save her. In order to protect Prince Lucien d’Malvane’s heart, Zera had to
betray him. Now, he hates the sight of her. Trapped in Cavanos as a prisoner of the
king, she awaits the inevitable moment her witch severs their magical connection and
finally ends her life. But fate isn't ready to give her up just yet. With freedom coming
from the most unlikely of sources, Zera is given a second chance at life as a Heartless.
But it comes with a terrible price. As the king mobilizes his army to march against the
witches, Zera must tame an elusive and deadly valkerax trapped in the tunnels
underneath the city if she wants to regain her humanity. Winning over a bloodthirsty
valkerax? Hard. Winning back her friends before war breaks out? A little harder. But a
Heartless winning back Prince Lucien’s heart? The hardest thing she’s ever done. The
Bring Me Their Hearts series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Bring
Me Their Hearts Book #2 Find Me Their Bones Book #3 Send Me Their Souls
Plagued by vivid nightmares of the summer house he had shared with his late wife,
grieving widower Mike Noonan returns to his former Maine getaway, only to find a town
in the grip of a ruthless millionaire and tormented by a series of ghostly visitations.
Reprint.
"Magic is seeping out of the world, leaving the witches who've relied on it for countless
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centuries increasingly hopeless. While some see an inevitable end of their era, others
are courting madness--willing to sacrifice former allies, friends, and family to retain the
power they covet. While the other witches watch their reality unravel, young Alice Marin
is using magic's waning days to delve into the mystery of numerous disappearances in
the occult circles of New Orleans. Alice disappeared once, too--caged in an asylum by
blood relatives ... Discovering the cause of the vanishings, though, could be the only
way to escape her mother's reach while determining the future of all
witches"--Amazon.com.
With her signature mix of the grim and the delightful, award-winning author T.
Kingfisher takes the old bones of fantasy and fairytale and makes them into something
entirely new in this enchanting adventure. After years of seeing her sisters suffer at the
hands of an abusive prince, Marra—the shy, convent-raised, third-born daughter—has
finally realized that no one is coming to their rescue. No one, except for Marra herself.
Seeking help from a powerful gravewitch, Marra is offered the tools to kill a prince—if
she can complete three impossible tasks. But, as is the way in tales of princes, witches,
and daughters, the impossible is only the beginning. On her quest, Marra is joined by
the gravewitch, a reluctant fairy godmother, a strapping former knight, and a chicken
possessed by a demon. Together, the five of them intend to be the hand that closes
around the throat of the prince and frees Marra's family and their kingdom from its
tyrannous ruler at last. “Nettle & Bone is the kind of book that immediately feels like an
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old friend. Fairytale mythic resonance meets homey pragmatism in this utterly delightful
story. It's creepy, funny, heartfelt, and full of fantastic characters I absolutely loved!”
—Melissa Caruso, author of The Tethered Mage
The crew of a WWII destroyer face their greatest challenge yet as they try to survive in
a strange new world in the next thrilling book in the New York Times bestselling series.
Commander Matt Reddy and his crew are afraid it may finally be the end of the USS
Walker. Ever since their ship was transported to another world, and they became
embroiled in a deadly conflict between the Lemurians and the vicious Grik, the Walker
has been taking a pounding. With Walker out of commission for repairs, Reddy takes
command of a different ship and joins a desperate battle to block the Grik swarm.
Meanwhile, the humans and their allies face a deadly second front in the Republic to
the south. All of Reddy's forces are committed, and there's no turning back. Either
they'll win--or lose--everything . . .
A New York Times Notable Book | Lambda Literary Award Winner | Long-listed for the
PEN Open Book Award “Charles Blow is the James Baldwin of our age.” — Washington
Blade “[An] exquisite memoir . . . Delicately wrought and arresting.” — New York Times
Universally praised on its publication, Fire Shut Up in My Bones is a pioneering
journalist’s indelible coming-of-age tale. Charles M. Blow’s mother was a fiercely
driven woman with five sons, brass knuckles in her glove box, and a job plucking
poultry at a factory near their segregated Louisiana town, where slavery's legacy felt
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close. When her philandering husband finally pushed her over the edge, she fired a
pistol at his fleeing back, missing every shot, thanks to “love that blurred her vision and
bent the barrel.” Charles was the baby of the family, fiercely attached to his “do-right”
mother. Until one day that divided his life into Before and After—the day an older cousin
took advantage of the young boy. The story of how Charles escaped that world to
become one of America’s most innovative and respected public figures is a stirring,
redemptive journey that works its way into the deepest chambers of the heart.
“Stunning . . . Blow’s words grab hold of you . . . [and] lead you to a place of healing.”
— Essence “The memoir of the year.” — A. V. Club
From fan-favorite Scarlett St. Clair, the bestselling author of the Hades & Persephone
series, comes a new epic fantasy filled with danger, darkness, and insatiable romance.
Their union is his revenge. Isolde de Lara considers her wedding day to be her death
day. To end a years-long war, she is to marry vampire king Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev,
and kill him. But her assassination attempt is thwarted, and Adrian threatens that if
Isolde tries kill him again, he will raise her as the undead. Faced with the possibility of
becoming the thing she hates most, Isolde seeks other ways to defy him and survive
the brutal vampire court. Except it isn't the court she fears most—it's Adrian. Despite
their undeniable chemistry, she wonders why the king—fierce, savage, merciless—chose
her as consort. The answer will shatter her world.
The dramatic story of Richard III, England?s last medieval king, captured the world?s
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attention when an archaeological team led by the University of Leicester identified his
remains in February 2013. Bones of a King presents the official behind–the–scenes
story of the Grey Friars dig based on the research of the specialists directly involved in
the discovery. A behind–the–scenes look at one of the most exciting historical
discoveries of our time Features numerous photographs of the dig as well as the king?s
remains Explains the scientific evidence behind his identification, including DNA
retrieval and sequencing, soil samples, his wounds and his scoliosis, and what they
reveal about his life, his health and even the food he ate Builds an expansive view of
Richard?s life, death and burial, as well as accounts of the treatment of his body prior to
burial, and his legacy in the public imagination from the time of his death to the present
The most extensive and authoritative book written for non–specialists by the team who
discovered Richard III
Drawn from his centuries-long slumber, Azriel, an embittered immortal and Servant of
the Bones, becomes a witness to the murder of an innocent girl, a crime that leads him
into the conflict between a great leader of the Hasidim, and his stepson, a diabolical cult
leader. Reissue.
Bow Before Your Queen Or Bleed Before Her… From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Jennifer L. Armentrout comes book three in her Blood and Ash series. She's
been the victim and the survivor… Poppy never dreamed she would find the love she’s
found with Prince Casteel. She wants to revel in her happiness but first they must free
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his brother and find hers. It’s a dangerous mission and one with far-reaching
consequences neither dreamed of. Because Poppy is the Chosen, the Blessed. The
true ruler of Atlantia. She carries the blood of the King of Gods within her. By right the
crown and the kingdom are hers. The enemy and the warrior… Poppy has only ever
wanted to control her own life, not the lives of others, but now she must choose to
either forsake her birthright or seize the gilded crown and become the Queen of Flesh
and Fire. But as the kingdoms’ dark sins and blood-drenched secrets finally unravel, a
long-forgotten power rises to pose a genuine threat. And they will stop at nothing to
ensure that the crown never sits upon Poppy’s head. A lover and heartmate… But the
greatest threat to them and to Atlantia is what awaits in the far west, where the Queen
of Blood and Ash has her own plans, ones she has waited hundreds of years to carry
out. Poppy and Casteel must consider the impossible—travel to the Lands of the Gods
and wake the King himself. And as shocking secrets and the harshest betrayals come
to light, and enemies emerge to threaten everything Poppy and Casteel have fought for,
they will discover just how far they are willing to go for their people—and each other. And
now she will become Queen…
Epic high fantasy at its deepest and most gripping, combining adventure, political intrigue, and
war. Roman-style legions, elven kingdoms, orc clans, dwarves, dragons, and wizards all clash
in a massive fantasy world of bigger scale and scope than A Game of Thrones. A THRONE OF
BONES is Book I in the ARTS OF DARK AND LIGHT series.
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Raise. Your. Phantom. In a world on the brink of the next Great Dying, no amount of training
can prepare us for what is to come... A young heir will raise the most powerful phantom in all of
Baiseen. A dangerous High Savant will do anything to control the nine realms. A mysterious
and deadly Mar race will steal children into the sea. And a handsome guide with far too many
secrets will make me fall in love. My name is Ash. A lowly scribe meant to observe and record.
And yet I think I’m destined to surprise us all.
Playing an endless make-believe game about pirates, mermaids and warriors under the rule of
a formidable Great Queen china doll, best friends Zach, Poppy and Alice find their bond tested
when Zach is compelled to give up their shared adventures and Poppy begins having dreams
about the doll. By the co-author of the best-selling Spiderwick Chronicles.
A USA TODAY Bestseller “Complex, pulse-pounding...Connolly’s nuanced characterizations
and facility at creating spooky atmospherics make it easy to suspend disbelief about the threat
of cosmic horror from other dimensions.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) Private
Investigator Charlie Parker returns in this heart-pounding thriller as he seeks revenge against
the darkest forces in the world, from the internationally bestselling author of the acclaimed The
Woman in the Woods. He is our best hope. He is our last hope. On a lonely moor in northern
England, the body of a young woman is discovered. In the south, a girl lies buried beneath a
Saxon mound. To the southeast, the ruins of a priory hide a human skull. Each is a sacrifice, a
summons. And something in the darkness has heard the call. Charlie Parker has also heard it
and from the forests of Maine to the deserts of the Mexican border, from the canals of
Amsterdam to the streets of London, he will track those who would cast the world into
darkness. Parker fears no evil—but evil fears him. With John Connolly’s signature “blend of
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crime and supernatural horror” (Crime Reads), A Book of Bones is a terrifying and suspenseful
thrill ride that will keep you guessing until the very last page.
In the wake of the defeat of the dark forces, Prince Gaborn, the Earth King, faces a final
confrontation with his supernatural enemy Raj Ahten and with the Reavers in their own
cavernous underground lair, where the evil sorcerer One True Master waits in the Lair of
Bones for an epic struggle in which the very survival of all humankind is at stake. By the author
of Wizardborn. Reprint.
Meet the Devil of Blackthorne Manor ...When I was a little girl, I dreamed a handsome knight
would come and rescue me from my wretched mother. He'd ride up on his white steed and
break the curse I've been fated to carry since the day I was born.Funny how things changed
over time. How the fairy tale twisted into something far more crooked, darker than I ever
imagined.In reality, my knight is scarred and broken, living alone in a castle of bones that
overlooks the sea. He isn't searching for me. He never was.Lucian Blackthorne is as cursed as
I am, and equally shunned by the locals, the fishers of men, who believe him to be the devil in
the flesh.Perhaps he is, with the way his amber eyes draw me in, ignite me like an infernal
blaze. And the sins he whispers in my ear are as wickedly intoxicating as the man himself.Yet,
his touch is heaven and his will is my weakness.He calls us forbidden, an unsalvageable
tragedy, with no happy end. Maybe we are. But in this story, he's the one who needs
saving.Master of Salt & Bones is a dark modern gothic contemporary standalone romance.
Investigating the disappearance of an American girl who may be one of several abductees
linked to a series of murders, Harris Stuyvesant, a former officer of the American Bureau of
Investigation, follows clues to an American expat community in 1929 Paris, where he
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encounters dangerous adversaries and famous historical artists.

Sometimes the price of destiny is higher than anyone imagined.... Dark Magic,
Hidden Destiny For three centuries a divine prophecy and a line of warrior
queens protected Skala. But the people grew complacent and Erius, a usurper
king, claimed his young half sister’s throne. Now plague and drought stalk the
land, war with Skala’s ancient rival Plenimar drains the country’s lifeblood, and
to be born female into the royal line has become a death sentence as the king
fights to ensure the succession of his only heir, a son. For King Erius the greatest
threat comes from his own line — and from Illior’s faithful, who spread the
Oracle’s words to a doubting populace. As noblewomen young and old perish
mysteriously, the king’s nephew — his sister’s only child — grows toward
manhood. But unbeknownst to the king or the boy, strange, haunted Tobin is the
princess’s daughter, given male form by a dark magic to protect her until she can
claim her rightful destiny. Only Tobin’s noble father, two wizards of Illior, and an
outlawed forest witch know the truth. Only they can protect young Tobin from a
king’s wrath, a mother’s madness, and the terrifying rage of her brother’s
demon spirit, determined to avenge his brutal murder....
From #1 New York Times bestselling author James Rollins, the latest riveting,
deeply imaginative thriller in the Sigma Force series, told with his trademark
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blend of cutting-edge science, historical mystery, and pulse-pounding action. It
begins in Africa . . . A United Nations relief team in a small village in the Congo
makes an alarming discovery. An unknown force is leveling the evolutionary
playing field. Men, women, and children have been reduced to a dull, catatonic
state. The environment surrounding them--plants and animals--has grown more
cunning and predatory, evolving at an exponential pace. The insidious
phenomenon is spreading from a cursed site in the jungle -- known to locals as
the Kingdom of Bones --and sweeping across Africa, threatening the rest of the
world. What has made the biosphere run amok? Is it a natural event? Or more
terrifyingly, did someone engineer it? Commander Gray Pierce and Sigma Force
are prepared for the extraordinary and have kept the world safe, vigilance for
which they have paid a tragic personal price. Yet, even these brilliant and
seasoned scientific warriors do not understand what is behind this frightening
development--or know how to stop it. As they race to find answers, the members
of Sigma quickly realize they have become the prey. To head off global
catastrophe, Sigma Force must risk their lives to uncover the shattering secret at
the heart of the African continent--a truth that will illuminate who we are as a
species and where we may be headed . . . sooner than we know. Mother
Nature--red in tooth and claw--is turning against humankind, propelling the entire
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world into the Kingdom of Bones.
After an ancient leaden cross and skeletal remains are found in Glastonbury
Abbey, the monks believe they are the remains of the legendary King Arthur and
Queen Guinevere, but after the bones disappear at the hands of the mysterious
Guardians, the monks are determined to retrieve the bones and return them to
their final resting place.
A country divided. A newly crowned, desperately vulnerable young queen. Can
one man uncover the secret that will save her throne? It is 1560, and Elizabeth
Tudor has been on the throne for a year. Dr. John Dee, at 32 already acclaimed
throughout Europe, is her astrologer and consultant in the hidden arts... a
controversial appointment in these days of superstition and religious strife. When
dangerous questions of Elizabeth's legitimacy arise, the mild, bookish Dee finds
himself summoned before William Cecil, who tasks him with an important
mission. Along with Robert Dudley, Dee's daring friend and former student who is
also rumored to be the Queen's secret lover, Dee must travel to the famously
mystical town of Glastonbury to find the missing bones of King Arthur. Once
these long-lost relics, the embodiment of a legacy vitally important to the Tudor
line, are ensconced in London, doubts as to the Queen's supremacy as the
rightful Tudor heir will be dispelled. But the quest quickly turns deadly—Dee and
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Dudley arrive in Glastonbury to discover the town mourning the gruesome
execution of its abbot, and more death soon follows at the old abbey. Racing to
uncover the secrets buried there, Dee finds himself caught in the tangled roots of
English magic, unexpected violence, the breathless stirring of first love... and the
cold heart of a complex plot against Elizabeth.
From the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the Witching Savannah series
comes the story of a young witch's quest to uncover her family's terrifying
history... Magic is seeping out of the world, leaving the witches who've relied on it
for countless centuries increasingly hopeless. While some see an inevitable end
of their era, others are courting madness--willing to sacrifice former allies, friends,
and family to retain the power they covet. While the other witches watch their
reality unravel, young Alice Marin is using magic's waning days to delve into the
mystery of numerous disappearances in the occult circles of New Orleans. Alice
disappeared once, too--caged in an asylum by blood relatives. Recently freed,
she fears her family may be more involved with the growing crisis than she ever
dared imagine. Yet the more she seeks the truth about her family's troubled
history, the more she realizes her already-fragile psyche may be at risk.
Discovering the cause of the vanishings, though, could be the only way to escape
her mother's reach while determining the future of all witches.
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The King of Bones and AshesWitches of New Orleans
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE 2015 Alex Award Recipient! Maren
Yearly is a young woman who wants the same things we all do. She wants to be
someone people admire and respect. She wants to be loved. But her secret,
shameful needs have forced her into exile. She hates herself for the bad thing
she does, for what it's done to her family and her sense of identity; for how it
dictates her place in the world and how people see her--how they judge her. She
didn't choose to be this way. Because Maren Yearly doesn't just break hearts,
she devours them. Ever since her mother found Penny Wilson's eardrum in her
mouth when Maren was just two years old, she knew life would never be normal
for either of them. Love may come in many shapes and sizes, but for Maren, it
always ends the same-with her hiding the evidence and her mother packing up
the car. But when her mother abandons her the day after her sixteenth birthday,
Maren goes looking for the father she has never known, and finds much more
than she bargained for along the way. Faced with a world of fellow eaters,
potential enemies, and the prospect of love, Maren realizes she isn't only looking
for her father, she's looking for herself. Camille DeAngelis' Bones & All is an
astonishingly original coming-of-age tale that is at once a gorgeously written
horror story as well as a mesmerizing meditation on female power and sexuality.
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